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The literary biographer's most difficult task is to find plausible, sophisticated ways of 
connecting a human life with the art that emerges from it. In the case of a major imaginative 
artist like George Eliot, the accumulated weight of previous biographies and critical studies 
only makes that task more challenging. Nancy Henry confronts this situation head-on in The 
Life of George Eliot. Her book is not just another re-telling of the familiar narrative, written as 
if it were starting anew. Instead, Henry has grappled with what a genuinely 'critical biography' 
might mean on a number of different levels. She interrogates previous assumptions that have 
been passed down from biographer to biographer in the absence of hard evidence. She 
articulates a critical method of connecting life situations with artistic patterns, arguing against 
one-to-one identifications of 'originals', and showing how certain charged situations in George 
Eliot's intimate experience would be generalized and transformed in many fictional variations. 
She matches her canny sense of what biographies can and can't do with George Eliot's own 
fascination with biography and life story telling. 
Because Henry has such an impressive command over everything George Eliot wrote, 
she is always ready with the apt quotation, whether it's from a major fiction or an obscure 
essay. At times the blending of George Eliot's discourse with Henry's arguments gives the 
impression that George Eliot is a co-author of this life. Henry has a fine ear for passages that 
suggest autobiographical meditation, wherever they may occur in the writing career, and she 
brings them to bear on her reconstruction of each phase of the life, creating a rich layering of 
biographical temporalities. In all these ways and more, The Life of George Eliot is an original, 
important landmark in George Eliot studies. 
Who is the George Eliot that emerges from this study? First, she's a person who moves 
from one complex, troubled family situation to another, accumulating stores of secrets and 
social lies. Her mother, a second wife with stepchildren as well as children of her own, is 
incapacitated for childcare in some way that remains impenetrable. The Brays in Coventry 
adopt the husband's illegitimate child, and probably harbour other secrets. The Chapman 
household in London involves a wife, a mistress in charge of the wife's children, and Marian 
Evans starring briefly as yet another object of sexual interest. The marriages of George Henry 
and Agnes Jervis Lewes, and Thornton and Katherine Gliddon Hunt, create a large set of 
children, among them 'Lewes' children who are kept from knowing that their father is 
Thornton Hunt. When George Eliot connects with George Henry Lewes she becomes 
simultaneously a second wife and an adulterous 'other woman', as well as the 'mother' of boys 
whose real mother lives nearby. George Henry Lewes's family of origin has made him the 
illegitimate child of a bigamous father, and the stepson of a man he deplores. 
Henry articulates all of this in detail because she wants to show how the family patterns 
that fuel George Eliot's plots derive indirectly from variations on her life experience and those 
of her intimates. She emphasizes how present Agnes Lewes, the real and other wife, would 
have been to George Eliot, linking this awareness to her many representations of sexual 
triangles, co-existing 'wives' like Romola and Tessa, or Lydia Glasher and Gwendolen 
Grandcourt, and children who are orphaned, neglected, or clueless about their parentage. In the 
hands of some biographers this material might become salacious, but Henry's treatment is level 
headed, careful, and sympathetic to most of the parties in question, whether fictional or 
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historical. Her George Eliot is more concerned about loving relationships than with the 
institution of marriage, and deeply conscious of the ways women can be worn out or abused in 
conventional marriages. She is also well aware of homoerotic love, suggesting its acceptance 
in fifteenth-century Florence through coded literary allusions that illuminate scenes of male 
flirtation in Romola. In Henry's account George Eliot's imagination is not stuck in any 
particular gender perspective: she is as sympathetic with men caught in bad marriages as with 
suffering women, and always ready to shift genders when she reframes a life situation for a 
fictional variant. 
Familial plot complications form just one of several major themes in Henry's narrative. 
Others are more abstract, and more concerned with the development of George Eliot's artistic 
commitments. One important strand concerns the conflict between the ordinary and the 
exceptional life, which comes to a head in Middlemarch. George Eliot's ethical pressure on 
sympathy has been getting a new run in recent literary criticism, but Henry shows how early 
in her career the embrace of sympathy for ordinary lives - and ordinary readership - became 
problematic. As she puts it, 'Her work shows this transformation from the belief in writing as 
means of amplifying experience for immediate sympathy to writing as a means of passing on 
truth to posterity in the form of superior literature' (9). Beginning after the Liggins imposture, 
when 'ordinary' gossip forced her to claim her pseudonym in public, Henry sees a shift toward 
a more elitist writing practice, citing the new narrative density and literary allusiveness of The 
Mill on the Floss. (Henry, who provided us with an important edition of Impressions of 
Theophrastus Such [1994], is always keenly alert to George Eliot's representations of 
authorship.) A related theme tracks George Eliot's sense of time and history, marking her 
emphasis on how the past remains alive in the present, and how the present prepares the future. 
Ultimately, Henry argues, George Eliot came to believe in good writing as a conduit for the 
national inheritance, and in a renewed sense of national identity as the only possible substitute 
for a lost religious community. George Eliot's late nationalism is highly contested ground on 
which critical passions have run high, but Henry takes a calm and non-judgemental view of this 
and other late developments. In her hands biography is not an art that judges its subject, but a 
way to understand the trajectory of a nineteenth-century career. 
Yet another of Henry's projects in this rich work is to re-examine some biographical 
assumptions that have been passed down from Gordon Haight's 1968 George Eliot. Many 
biographies have succeeded Haight's, and his notion that George Eliot needed someone to lean 
on has been quite thoroughly critiqued. Henry, who complains about Haight's 'prudishness' 
(19), has other targets. To begin with, she is thoroughly generous to and appreciative of George 
Henry Lewes. She traces the intellectual courses taken by both partners before they met, 
showing how Lewes and Eliot arrived independently at similar positions that would have made 
them intellectually compatible from the beginning. She spends a good deal of time on the 
aesthetic and social views of Lewes and Thornton Hunt during the Leader days, carefully 
distinguishing their positions and arguing that Lewes's interest in Shelley did not make him a 
free love advocate. She supports Lewes's advice to publish Romola with the publishing 
concern of Smith, Elder, who offered better terms and a business style more modem than 
Blackwood's: 'Rather than voracious, Lewes was simply practical and sane' (135). Above all, 
she challenges Haight's unsupported idea that Lewes could not divorce Agnes because he had 
condoned her adultery by signing the birth certificate of Edmund Lewes, the son of Agnes and 
Thornton Hunt. Instead, she convincingly argues that Lewes and Eliot avoided divorce 
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proceedings, once they became legally possible in 1857, because they would drag too many 
people's private complications into the public eye. Her research in this, as in many other 
sections of the book, is thorough, taking nothing for granted. 
Henry also challenges the biographical tradition in which brother Isaac Evans is a more 
important figure for George Eliot than her mother Christiana Evans. She suggests that George 
Eliot wanted it to appear that way because there was some hidden reason for unbroken silence 
about her mother. Henry respects the importance of that silence, but tries to argue around its 
centre, giving a good deal of weight to the idea that Christiana was not only ill but alcoholic or 
drug-dependent. Here she is on shakier ground, because, like every other biographer, she has 
recourse only to characters in George Eliot's work. Rightly refusing one-on-one identifications, 
she brings up several kinds of speculation but comes to no clear conclusion. The subject does 
payoff, however, in the discussion of George Eliot's Evangelical phase, which is characteristic 
of Henry's best talents in combining rigorous research with psychological understanding. We 
get a thorough overview of the shades of religious opinion and discourse in the 1830s, a look 
at Mary Ann Evans's acquaintance with all of it, connections with the early fiction, and an 
overarching understanding that the short-lived religious fervour was a useful response to an 
emotional absence at the heart of the family. 
What kind of attention should a biographer pay to her subject's written works? It's 
always a difficult question. Henry titles her chapters with the names of George Eliot's major 
writings, but - wisely - does not attempt to give full readings or summaries of whole novels. 
Instead, she focuses on certain aspects that help to substantiate her major themes. For example, 
we hear in some detail about family lies and the 'two wives' theme in Romola, along with the 
allusive literary coding of homoerotic desire. The subtexts linked to names (Casaubon in 
particular) and their historical antecedents get more play in the Middlemarch chapter. With 
Daniel Deronda, Henry considers at length the psychological and sexual abuse of children and 
wives, including the theory of Gwendolen's stepfather as sexual abuser. Such choices are 
idiosyncratic, but interesting; they give Henry her critical purchase amid the always-rising sea 
of George Eliot criticism. 
With all these strands going on at once, The Life of George Eliot is not an entirely 
smooth or easy read. Sometimes it takes a while to figure out just why one paragraph succeeds 
another; more transitional sentences would have helped. But the dense narrative is worth 
following closely, and its major themes recur like leitmotifs, leaving the reader with a clear 
understanding that this learned, adventurous new biographer has changed the landscape of 
George Eliot studies. 
Rosemarie Bodenheimer 
Boston College 
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